**Nutrifaster Juicer Training and Safety**

**Description:** The Nutrifaster Juicer is a heavy duty commercial juice extractor for fruits and vegetables.

### Do:
- Before using or plugging in the juicer make sure all components are in place.
- Inner juicer bowl with nozzle should be positioned so that the nozzle is two openings from the front center of the machine.
- The front center of the machine is approximately where the **ON/OFF** (white button with a clear plastic covering) button is located.
- Blade and strainer should be secured in the juicer with a nut.
- Lid should be on and secured with front and back center latches. Spout of lid should be about two openings to the right of the front latch; front and back latch should line up with lid T.
- Rash will come out of spout end.
- Juice will come out of the nozzle end.
- Place some type of covering over the spout to prevent a mess from happening.
- Now the juicer is ready. Plug in the juicer and insert **peeled** fruit and vegetables, absolutely **NO** herbs can be placed in the juicer.
- Use food pusher (black column on lid) to push product into the juicer.
- When done with the juicer, turn **off** and **unplug** juicer, take it apart and clean. Reassemble juicer when done and leave it unplugged.

### Don’t:
- Don’t plug in juicer until all pieces are put together.
- **Don’t put** any fruits or vegetables with a **hard core, shell** or **hard seeds**
- Don’t use your hand to push product into the juicer.
- Don’t put ANY **herbs** into the juicer.
- Don’t clean juicer, disassemble or assemble juicer when machine is plugged in.